
Sensory Guide 
for the Touring Show of 

 



The performance takes place at the Paramount Theatre in Seattle, WA.

 Seating is stadium style, with two center aisles and an aisle on the outside. 

RunTime: The show runs for 90 minutes with no intermission.  

Content Considerations

Jesus Christ Superstar is considered a Rock Opera and the orchestrations,

vocals, and volume reflect this style of music. Audience members can expect

loud electric guitar, a strong brass section, and “raspy”, “high” vocals by

performers on stage as well as other startling and loud sounds.

The narrative of Jesus Christ Superstar contains themes of betrayal, death,

and suicide. A man is shown bruised and bloody and there are disturbing

visual elements representing violence and abuse. Audience members can

expect strong negative emotions. The plot is complex and associated with

religious figures held sacred by some communities. 
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Scene                                                Description                                             Sensory

Act One

02. ”Heaven On Their Minds” 

01. ”Overture” 

06. “This Jesus Must Die” 

05. “Everything’s Alright” 

03. “What’s The Buzz” 

04. “Strange Thing, Mystifying” 

Intimidating looking people plotting 

Bright lights shine into audience
      to murder  

Loud brass instruments
Bright lights shine into audience 

   

Stage fog has a faint scent
Sudden and loud instrumental hits
Actors run through the audience (at the 

      orchestra level) 

07. “Hosanna” 

08. “Simon Zealots/Poor 
Jerusalem” 

Bright, red lights
Pillars of light flashing intermittently 
Loud shouts from the actors
Loud music with brass instrument section 
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Scene                                                Description                                             Sensory

Act One

12. “I Don’t Know How to 
Love Him” 

11. “Everything’s Alright
(Reprise)” 

09. “Pilate’s Dream”

10. “The Temple” Loud drums
Confetti falling, visually busy
Disturbing/scary sicknesses mimed  

13. “Damned For All Time/
Blood Money” 

Startling hit of the drums
Loud brass music
Electric guitar solo
Flashing lights
Scary/sad 

15. “Gethsemane”

14. “The Last Supper” 

Sad, a man contemplating his 

Very high notes sung in falsetto
Loud instrumental
Bright lights shine into audience 

      coming death 
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Scene                                                Description                                             Sensory

Act One

18. “Pilate & Christ/ 
Herod’s Song” 

16. “The Arrest”

17. “Peter’s Denial” 

Loud cymbal crashes   
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21. “Trial By Pilate/
39 Lashes”

20. “Judas’s Death” 

22. “Superstar”

19. “Could We Start 
Again Please?” 

Scary statue faces/masks 
Bright lighting  

Loud, tense music
Themes of suicide  

Very Loud, overwhelming
Murder, violence
Bright lights flashing into and around 

      the audience    

Physical beating, abuse symbolized 

Bloody, bruised man
Bright lights

      through theatrical elements 



Scene                                                Description                                             Sensory

Act Two

24. “John 19:41 “

23. “Crucifixion” 

Scene                                                Description                                             Sensory

Act One 

This is a list of possible sensory difficulties you or your child may experience while viewing this
performance. Part of the magic of live theater is that unexpected things happen, so not every moment

can be accounted for.
This review team included an Autistic Teen, a Psychologist and an Autism Therapist

BOWS
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Disturbing, dissonant music
Sad
Death    
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